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PASSPORT
The ultimate

ownership experience.

The

ultimate
ownership
experience.

The goal of Keystone RV Company is to
surprise and delight our owners at each
and every touchpoint. We’re happy when
our campers are happy, and we are
committed to providing the very best
ownership experience in the industry.

1 EASIER SHOPPING.
At Keystone, we make choosing an RV as easy as finding the Big Dipper on a dark summer
night. With comprehensive online product information, Key Connect™ product advisors,
and an unparalleled dealer network, we will help you select the perfect RV for your
family’s adventure.
2 INNOVATIVE THINKING.
The road’s a nicer place when you have the industry’s smartest features behind you.
Keystone leads the pack in patented innovations that make our RVs safer, more
comfortable, and easier to operate.
3 LONG HAUL QUALITY.
To keep you on the road, there are certain things we just won’t build a Keystone RV without.
Game-changing features like our Unified Wiring Standard, Tru-Fit™ five-point slide
construction, and no-fail Tuf-Lok™ A/C duct joiners combined with exhaustive testing and
inspections are some of the reasons why Keystone is able to offer our owners the industry’s
best 3-year limited structural warranty.
4 WORRY-FREE CUSTOMER SERVICE.
Wherever the road takes you, you’re never too far from an authorized Keystone service
center. We also offer live service assistance, ultra-fast parts shipping, online maintenance
tips and tricks, and a single-point warranty claims policy. That’s peace of mind.
5 KEYSTONE NATION.
When you choose Keystone, you become a part of one of the largest camping families in the
country. We’re Keystone Nation. A friendly community where people share photos, travel
tips and amazing stories — all in the spirit of camaraderie and adventure. Come join us.

Experience the Passport lifestyle by visiting #keystonepassport
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PASSPORT
SL SERIES TRAVEL TRAILERS I GT SERIES TRAVEL TRAILERS

Less AND More: The All-New Passport
Redefining expectations for ultra-lightweight travel trailers, the redesigned Passport GT and SL
Series offers less weight and more of everything — more style, more comfort, more technology,
and more ways to maximize your camping adventures.
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Keystone EXCLUSIVE Innovations
Year after year, Keystone RV’s experienced team delivers “Built For The Long Haul”
quality you expect and exclusive innovations you won’t find anywhere else.

USTRY’S BEST
IND

L I M I T E D

STRUCTURAL WARRANT Y
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3-year Limited Structural Warranty, 1-year Limited Base Warranty
Every new Keystone RV comes with the industry’s best three-year
limited structural warranty AND a one-year limited base warranty.
Ask your dealer, visit keystonerv.com, or call Keystone Owner Relations
for details.

KeyTV™

Tuf-Lok Thermoplastic Duct Joiners

Color-Coded Unified Wiring Standard

No more connection guesswork or poor
reception. KeyTV offers a game-changing,
single point of control of over-the-air,
cable, and satellite feeds.

Tuf-lok thermoplastic duct joiners form a
permanent, crush-resistant seal in your
air-conditioning duct.

Easy-to-trace circuits simplify electrical
and entertainment system troubleshooting.

In-floor Heating Ducts

4G LTE and Wi-Fi Prep

Tru-fit™ Slide Construction

Distributes heat evenly through your coach
for superior comfort.

All units are equipped with a new antenna
that integrates 4G LTE and Wi-Fi with standard
VHF/UHF/AM/FM reception. reception.

A more durable slide room design that
minimizes functional motor and structural
stress and resists leaking.

PASSPORT

Thoughtful Design
The Passport team has included
dozens of convenient features
in every model.
Deep-seated Stainless Steel Sink
Includes cover and residential pull-down faucet

NEW!
Pivot™ Multi-function Slide Room Furniture
Levered dinette seatback shifts to create an expansive
l-shaped sofa, now large enough for lounging or to seat the
entire family. Includes storage beneath seats.

Furrion® Glass-top Range and Oven
Cook in style with a Furrion glass-top range and oven.
Glass cover folds to become a backsplash when in use.

Built-in USB Ports
Keep devices charged for the next adventure with ten USB
charging ports featured in every Passport floorplan.

FLIPS BACK
AND FORTH
FOR DINETTE
OR SOFA
POSITION

OPTIONAL
PIVOT FURNITURE

Sofa Position

Residential-size Queen Bed
Passport makes it easy to customize your bedroom. All
Passports feature a 60” x 80” bed that uses standard
queen size bedding (N/A 3351BH and 175BH).

New & Improved Murphy Bed
The new 60” x 80” mattress folds easily into a sofa for extra
daytime seating.

Termination Valve Service Light
Standard on all models, this light allows adjustments to be
made with two hands, no flashlight required.

Modern Amenities
From USB ports to sophisticated
appliances that eliminate
common frustrations, Passport
brings a more modern approach
Waterproof Composite Flooring
Comprised exclusively of non-organic materials,
Keystone’s new floor design won’t rot, mold, swell,
or mildew.

Electric Stabilizer Jacks
All units now standard with electric stabilizers.

to camping.
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360°
MODEL TOURS

more product detail at

www.keystonerv.com/Passport

Light & Lively
Passport is bringing a fresh perspective to travel trailers with breezy new wall
coverings and roomy vaulted ceilings. With careful planning and material
selection, the Passport design team has added residential upgrades including
wood-panel doors, pressed countertops and high arc kitchen faucets, all while
keeping these units at an oh-so-towable weight.
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INTERIORS

A Study in Contrasts
Light flooring, countertops, and wall
coverings are a modern complement to the
clean lines of Passport’s mid-tone wood
cabinetry and satin nickel finishes.

Show-stopping Touches
Passport’s master bedroom is
transformed with a rustic,
reclaimed wood feature wall
and recessed accent lighting.
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